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Chok Yue Zan - We Used To Be Strong Together, Strong Like Stones 2018

Chok Yue Zan Solo Exhibition Opens
12 Sept 2018 at Art Porters Gallery
Winner of 2017 UOB Painting of the year (Malaysia) competition, Malaysian artist
communicates a distinctive and joyful nostalgia with unique mixed media technique.

http://bit.ly/RetrospectofParadiso_RSVP

http://bit.ly/ArtistTalk_RSVP

Singapore, Sept 2018 – Art Porters Gallery is delighted to present Chok Yue Zan’s solo exhibition, titled Retrospect
of Paradiso – an exhibition that evocatively tells the story of a lost paradise, and emphasises the importance of familial
ties through 13 mixed media paintings that are grouped into four series. Following the passing of his grandparents in
2013, Zan’s family was broken and the paradise (his grandparents’ place in Sabah) which he holds dear to his heart
started to disappear.
In this exhibition, the artist pays homage to his family ties and the environment he lived in. The artist works primarily
with the media of charcoal, acrylic and oil paints, and he explores different materials throughout his paintings to
articulate his complex emotions: joyous memories of the times spent in the forest; the cherished moments he shared
with his family; a sense of yearning for things to return how they once were. Zan also creatively utilises woodcutting
and printmaking techniques in his paintings to illustrate the disappearance of his paradise. This unique application
allows the artist to form his own distinct visual language to express with precision, deep personal emotions that invite
the viewers to partake in his joyful nostalgia of paradise. With this exhibition, the artist shows that he is ready to fully
experience life with a developed sense of appreciation.
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About Chok Yue Zan (b. 1994, Malaysian)
Winner of the prestigious 2017 UOB Painting of the year (Malaysia) Competition, young Kuala Lumpur based artist
Chok Yue Zan is an emerging force in the contemporary art world. Born in Tawau, Sabah, Zan grew up with his
grandparents, in a forested environment surrounded by lush greenery and breathtaking sceneries. It was his sanctuary,
a space of unbridled happiness which he considers his lost paradise. His art is inspired heavily by the nostalgia of said
paradise and the singular theme of past, present, and future. Zan believes that one’s memories of the past can have a
tangible effect on one’s future.
In his craft, Zan explores various media in a contemplative and conceptual approach. He constantly questions
the origins and functions of different materials, and is a proponent of mixing and combining different
materials and art techniques to form a unique visual language. His modus operandi of consummately
balancing creativity, emotions and technicality makes him one of the most all-rounded and
exciting young artists in our region today.
Zan works are included in prominent public and private collections including the Fukuoka Asian
Art Museum and the UOB collections.

Dropbox link with images:
http://bit.ly/RetrospectofParadiso_Images

Exhibition Catalogue:
http://bit.ly/RetrospectofParadiso_Catalogue
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“In Zan, and his works
I find an irresistible youthful charm
it's as if he painted with his smile”
Guillaume Levy-Lambert
Co-founder of The MaGMA Collection
and Art Porters Gallery, Singapore
“I dreamt of a space that can be related to as
paradise. A space filled with nostalgia.
It is a great pleasure and honour for me to have my
first solo exhibition here in Singapore. I’d like to share
my happiness, memories and sentiments with
everyone here, also celebrating Art Porters’ mission of
‘Sharing happiness with art’”
Chok Yue Zan
Artist

About Art Porters Gallery
Art Porters Gallery believes in the unique power of art in transforming lives. Rooted in the founder’s personal
experience with a life-changing masterpiece, the gallery’s mission of “Sharing happiness with art” was born. Art
Porters Gallery is housed in a charming Peranakan shophouse in one of the quaintest
neighbourhoods of Singapore. The gallery’s work focuses on contemporary art and develops privileged
relationships with international artists, whose works are presented in various forms of media including drawing,
painting, sculpture, photography, and digital animation. The gallery also provides art consultancy services for
various corporations, and hosts events for a wide variety of clients.

www.artporters.com
www.facebook.com/artporters
www.instagram.com/artporters
GALLERY INFO
address
contact
opening hours

Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652
+65 6909 0468
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment)

Guillaume Levy-Lambert guillaume@artporters.com +65 9815 1780
Sean Soh
sean@artporters.com
+65 9105 9335
Melvin Sim
artologist@artporters.com +65 9144 7468
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